A/B Testing
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Website: crowdsourcing-class.org

Active versus Passive
Crowdsourcing
• So far we have mainly looked at active
crowdsourcing, where we explicitly solicit
help from the crowd
• Many applications of crowdsourcing rely
on passive information collection from
multitudes of individual

Example: Apple Maps
• iOS allows users to “help improve maps” by
enabling a feature called “frequent locations”
• Frequent locations gives Apple a method to verify
business locations and other destinations by
tracking user movements in the aggregate
• Participation also transmits drive and other travel
time data to Apple

A/B Testing
• A/B Split Testing is a mechanism for passive
crowdsourcing that allows web developers to
empirically optimize the design of their sites
• Splits web users into two groups and shows
them slightly different versions of the site
• Measures the behavior of the groups in
aggregate and calculates whether one design
leads to a better measurable outcome

Why A/B tests?
• Lets us evaluate the goodness of alternate
designs, instead of relying on our intuitions
• A typical web site may convert only 2% of
its visitors into customers
• Small changes can have a big impact
• Google uses A/B testing all the time, and
makes it available through Google Analytics

What sorts of things can
you optimize with A/B tests?
• Whether changing the order of collecting
form information gets users to stick
through to the end
• Whether changing the copywriting on your
page improves things
• Whether different images are better at
motivating web site visitors to do
something that you want them to

What outcomes could
you measure?

A/B testing was used to
optimize the Obama Campaign
• Kyle Rush was the deputy director of
frontend web development at Obama for
America
• Managed online fundraising totaling $690
million in 20 months
• Conducted 500+ A/B tests, which increased
the donation conversion rate by 49% and the
email acquisition conversion rate by 161%

Statistics behind A/B
testing
• One commonly used method is the Gtest
• Invented by Karl Pearson in 1900
• Provides a method for comparing 2 data
sets, or answering a yes/no question
• Good tutorial by Ben Tilly on “Effective A/
B Testing”

What to measure?
• Start your A/B test
• Divide your users into groups A and B
• Decide whether each person did what
you wanted
• Reduce your results into 4 numbers:
$a_yes, $a_no, $b_yes, $b_no
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http://elem.com/~btilly/effective-ab-testing/g-test-calculator.html

Optimizely

• http://www.optimizely.com
• 4 minute video

A/B Split Testing
Protocol
• Identify your initial control web page –
this could your current landing page or
whatever you want to optimize
• Establish your goals – what is the thing
that you want to optimize? Number of
people signing up for your service?
Revenue generated by a particular ad
campaign?

A/B Split Testing
Protocol
• Determine how long you need to run the
experiment – this depends on how much
traffic your web site gets, and what level
of statistical significance you want
• Create 1 to 3 significant re-designs – your
designers can propose a bunch of
different overhauls, use the initial phase to
hone in on the best high-level re-design

A/B Split Testing
Protocol
• Use A/B testing to choose among the
different re-designs. Ideally you can test
every pages against every other one, but if
that is impractical, you can do a tournament
• Based on the results, choose your true
control page – this initial pick will likely
generate the lion’s share of the
improvements

A/B Split Testing
Protocol
• Finally, optimize the nitty-gritty elements of the
web page using A/B testing
• Headline
• Call to Action
• Page Copy
• Graphics
• Color
• Configuration of Page Elements
• Etc.

A/B Split Testing
Protocol
• Finally, optimize the nitty-gritty elements of the
web page using A/B testing
• Headline
• Call to Action
• Page Copy
• Graphics
• Color
• Configuration of Page Elements
• Etc.

You are part of an
experiment
• Who uses A/B testing?
• Pretty much every web site out there
• Google, Amazon, Facebook
• At what point does it become creepy?

Not Creepy

Creepy

Layout of a web site

Manipulating our Facebook feeds
to modify our emotions

Font choice

Dating matches who would be bad
for our tastes

What ads we see (mostly)

Ads for arrest record that are more
strongly associated with African
American names

Companies trying to make a
good product

People at companies playing
social scientists w/o normal
safeguards
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Fig. 1. Mean number of positive (Upper) and negative (Lower) emotion words
(percent) generated people, by condition. Bars represent standard errors.
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Basic Ethical Principles
1.Respect for Persons – individuals should be
treated as autonomous agents, and persons
with diminished autonomy are entitled to
protection

2.Beneficence – do not harm and maximize

possible benefits and minimize possible harms

3.Justice – Who ought to receive the benefits of
research and bear its burdens?
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Good science or creepy
or both?
If you were in charge of
OKCupid, how would you
test the algorithm?

